Establishing strong foundations in piano lessons

Most people seem to agree that the piano is a fine instrument ‘to start on’. But is it as friendly as all that? We don’t have half-sized pianos for small children and learning to read two different clefs at the same time can be taxing. So when is a good age to start ‘establishing strong foundations’ and what are they?

Many will tell you that children of 5 or 6 are advancing in leaps and bounds aurally but their motor and conceptual skills have some way to catch up. So perhaps this is not such a great age to take on playing two hands, reading two clefs and all that goes with it. Solutions for fives and sixes include omitting the music reading and learning by ear or moving the keyboard itself to a subsidiary role in ‘music classes’. Both approaches have strong track records.

However by 7 and above many children can multi-task better and so playing the piano as a musical instrument is more realistic. But what are the main foundations to lay? Listening and moving seem to be top of the list. Advancing motor skills allow for internalisation of rhythm through movement at and away from the keyboard. And strongly developing aural acuity enables the start of focused listening to what is coming out of the piano. Finally, visual and conceptual skills are forging ahead at this age so beginning along the road from symbol to sound and sound to symbol makes sense.

Moving, listening and looking involve a complex set of educational manoeuvres that are best managed through a set of good tutor books. But these are only as effective as the teacher delivering them. Does the teacher thoroughly endorse the tutor being used? Too often that isn’t so and making do with second best won’t help anybody in the equation.

Examiners will probably tell you that a strong sense of rhythm and good reading skills are the weakest aspects of beginners they encounter. So ensure your pupil is developmentally ‘ready’ for piano lessons, ensure the tutor is a perfect match, make sure rhythm, reading and listening are all tended like precious plants in the garden, and of course as you’re a fabulous teacher your pupil should shine.

Rodney Smith, AMEB SA & NT Piano Advisor

General knowledge – Useful in so many ways

Italian especially, is the international language of music. Knowledge of the meanings of the terminology can not only enable musicians to communicate through their musical language in music making situations all over the world, but also come in handy in other ways. Many students learn the translation of the terminology in music but do not know the actual word in the language – that mf = mezzo forte.

Holidaying in rural Italy a few years ago, a friend fell spectacularly down some stone stairs, shattering her knee. My knowledge of Italian is minimal, however through the musical terms like presto, la donna e non mobile, doloroso molto – I was able to call an ambulance and describe the urgency of the situation and where we were situated.

My most recent amusing answer to a question about key signature sharp symbol # in a Grade 2 exam resulted in the answer that was prompt, produced with utter conviction and very 21st Century – ‘that is a hash tag’. Correct but not quite what I was looking for.

There is nothing that inspires an examiner more than seeing a student with flashing eyes telling us of their interest in their music, especially in later Grades. Knowledge of the historical context of the pieces and their association with other art forms of the time enriches our appreciation of music, hence encouraging students to visit the Art Gallery in order see art works from similar periods will give them something really tangible to enhance their own musical expression.

Wendy Heiligenberg, AMEB Strings Advisor

Music mate near completion

Have your students practising 7 days a week and doing it willingly!

Music mate is an interactive website that teachers will be able to access and trial run. The website is an incentive program to encourage practice, performances, theory, scales, in fact anything you want a student to keep doing.

If you haven’t already signed up for the free beta trial, just send an email to: heather@heatherlucaspianolessons.com.au

Music mate is steadily moving closer to completion. Be ready for the free trial email coming your way in the near future.

Vale

Robertson Collins and David Merchant

Two superbly talented and generous members of our music community.

Lost to us in 2015 and sadly missed.